Video/Audio Transcript

**Video Title:** University of Guelph-Humber Alumni Services Video Banner  
**Date:** February 13, 2017  
**Running Time:** 18 seconds

0:00 [Alumni Services appears in bold white text on screen, overtop of a video, displaying a sign that reads “Welcome Guelph-Humber Alumni #GHReunion”. Alumni Services stays overlaid on screen the whole video.]

0:02 [The video switches to a group of alumni talking at a reception.]

0:03 [Quickly the video switches to a group of staff and alumni talking.]

0:04 [The video switches to a split screen with dancers in colorful garb.]

0:05 [The left split screen switches to a DJ scratching a turntable, while the right screen stays the same.]

0:07 [The video switches back to a single screen, with a group of alumni dancing with a dancer.]

0:09 [The video switches to a close up of a Class of 2011 banner with student signatures.]

0:10 [The video switches to a close up of a Class of 2006 banner with student signatures, quickly panning down.]

0:11 [The video switches to an alumnus, laughing at an event.]

0:12 [Alumni can be seen on screen blurred, then come into focus, talking.]

0:15 [The video switches to alumni talking and smiling.]

0:17 [Alumni Services remains on screen while the image fades to black.]

**The sequence loops continuously.**